For the Week of March 8, 2015

Graduate School News

Adam Suhy, PhD Candidate - Dissertation Defense

It is our pleasure to announce that doctoral candidate, Adam Suhy, is defending his dissertation. Please see his booklet at: http://medicine.osu.edu/bsgp/Pages/calendar.aspx?event=9363&c_details regarding his public defense if you wish to attend.

Tuesday, March 31st
105 BRT
8:30am

Deadlines

Committee approval of master's and Ph.D. exam report forms due-April 17
Final approved theses/dissertations due-April 24

E-Newsletter Submissions

To submit a news item to be considered for inclusion in the newsletter contact bsgp@osumc.edu
Events
Commencement-May 10

Upcoming Events

Neuroscience Seminar Series
Jay Gottfried, MD, PhD
Associate Professor
Department of Neurology
Northwestern University
Feinberg School of Medicine
"Everything You Always Wanted to Know about the Human Olfactory Brain But W Smell"
Monday, March 9, 2015
12:00-1:00 pm
Room 115 Biomedical Research Tower

MVIMG 7937 Research in Progress Seminar Series
Monday, March 9, 2015
12 pm
Room 105 Biomedical Research Tower
"Exploring the in vivo role of E2f4,8"
Speaker: Daokun Sun, Post Doctoral Student
Advisor: Gustavo Leone

AND

"Directing Retroviral Integration"
Speaker: Randi Mackler
Advisor: Kristine Yoder

Research Day Announcements
Abstract submissions are due by March 9th at 5:00pm! All pre-registered trainees were s with the link for abstract submissions. Abstract preparation instructions are available her http://researchday.osu.edu/23974.cfm

If you would like to nominate a COM faculty research mentor please do so by March 9th the following form: http://researchday.osu.edu/20854.cfm

Guidelines and instructions for poster preparation and presentation are available here: http://researchday.osu.edu/5310.cfm
Trainee Research Day First Call for Judges

Please note the upcoming 14th annual OSU College of Medicine Trainee Research Day, taking place April 15 and 16. We encourage all faculty to participate as Research Day judges. Members with students presenting a poster are required to judge posters for other students. The success of this day depends on the participation of faculty who are willing to volunteer to serve as Research Day judges for the more than 430 trainees who will be presenting their work. Our volunteer judges contribute to the future success of these research trainees by providing constructive criticism and guidance regarding the research hypotheses, experimental design, delivery, and overall scientific merit. At the same time, judges will enhance their awareness of the breadth and depth of research being performed by students at various trainee levels.

All College of Medicine faculty and research scientists are encouraged to register to judge as soon as possible and no later than Friday, March 20 using the online Judge’s Submission Form. We hope you plan to participate in this year’s event, and we look forward to seeing you on April 15 and 16. Thank you for your continued support.

Direct all inquiries to researchday@osumc.edu.

Russle Klein Symposium- Call for Student Research Abstracts

The Graduate Society of Nutritional Sciences is pleased to announce a call for abstracts for the 12th annual Russell Klein Symposium on April 9th, 2015.

If you are involved in undergraduate or graduate research, please consider submitting an abstract for selection and competition in both poster (undergraduate, graduate and post-doctoral) and oral (graduate only) sessions. Contact Benjamin Wenner.20 with any questions.

Other Information

NIH-funded Post-doctoral Positions

For further information on these post-doc positions, please link here.

Spring Convocation and Networking Reception

1st Annual Graduate & Professional Spring Convocation & Networking Reception

Wednesday, April 1, 2015 at 7:00 pm

The Ohio State University
Faculty Club
181 S. Oval Dr.
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Online registration will be accepted until Friday, March 13, 2015.

Onsite Registration Forms will also be accepted.

Research Commons Workshops Schedule-Spring 2015

The Research Commons—an Ohio State Libraries-sponsored suite of services that supports Ohio State—has a number of workshops available during the spring term. These information sessions focus on key topics and tools that can assist researchers in successfully navigating phases of the research lifecycle.

More...

The American Society of Human Genetics Fellowships

ASHG is currently accepting applications for TWO fellowships: our long-standing and highly regarded Genetics and Public Policy Fellowship, our recently established Genetics and Education Fellowship. These unique programs are based on a strong and enduring partnership between ASHG and the National Human Genome Research Institute at NIH. Both fellowships are mentored opportunities intended to help early-career professionals extend their experience and develop a network of professional colleagues.

The Genetics and Public Policy Fellowship is a program designed for genetics professionals with an advanced degree who are early in their careers and interested in the development and implementation of genetics health and research policies at the national level. The fellow will have the opportunity to participate in policy analysis at the NHGRI and ASHG and to work directly with the U.S. Congress.

The Genetics and Education Fellowship is a program designed for genetics professionals with an advanced degree who are early in their careers and interested in the development and implementation of national genomics literacy efforts, informal science education, science education policy, development, or science education research. The fellow will have the opportunity to participate in genetics education program development at the NHGRI and ASHG and, as an option, to work with other organizations involved in genetics education.

Both fellowships are 16 months, beginning in September 2015 and continuing through December 2016, and are open to individuals with advanced degrees in human genetics or related fields, prior experience in policy or education, as appropriate, and eligibility to work in the U.S.

Completed applications must be received by April 24, 2015. For additional information and application materials, please visit:

Education: http://www.ashg.org/pages/education_fellowship.shtml
